Abstract. In this article, we prove a conductor formula in a geometric situation that generalizes the Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich formula. Our approach uses the ramification theory of Abbes and Saito, and relies on Tsushima's refined characteristic class.
where ν is the canonical injection and f U " f V˝ν . We fix a prime number ℓ invertible in k, and an Artinian local Z ℓ -algebra Λ. Let F be a locally constant and constructible sheaf of free Λ-modules on U such that (i) F is tamely ramified along the divisor D X V relatively to V ; (ii) the conductor R of F is effective with support contained in S ( [5] 8.10) and F is isoclinic and clean along D ( [5] 8.22 and 8.23). Condition (i) implies that f V is universally locally acyclic relatively to ν ! pF q ( [6] Appendice to Th. Finitude, [19] 3.14). Since f V is proper, all cohomology groups of Rf U! pF q are locally constant and constructible on W . We put ( [6] We keep the notation and assumptions of 1.2 and assume moreover that S " D (i.e., U " V ) or that rk Λ pF q " 1. Then, for any section s : X Ñ T˚Xplog Dq, we have the following equality in Λ (1.3.1) dimtot y pRΓ c pU η , F | U η qq´rk Λ pF q¨dimtot y pRΓ c pU η , Λqq " p´1q d`1 degpCC˚pF q X rspXqsq.
The case where rk Λ pF q " 1 is due to Tsushima ([23] 5.9). Although we follow the same lines for sheaves of higher ranks, the situation is technically more involved. Our approach requires the assumption that S " D.
1.4. To prove 1.3, we follow the strategy of Saito for the proof of an index formula for ℓ-adic sheaves on proper smooth varieties [18] . The latter can be schematically divided into two steps. The first step uses the theory of cohomological correspondences due to Grothendieck and Verdier to associate a cohomology class to the ℓ-adic sheaf, called the characteristic class, that computes its Euler-Poincaré characteristic by the Lefschetz-Verdier formula ( [11] III). The second step is more geometric. It consists of computing the characteristic class as an intersection product using the ramification theory developed by Abbes and Saito [2] .
1.5. The analogous approach for the proof of the conductor formula (1.3.1) was started by Tsushima in [23] . He refined the characteristic class of an ℓ-adic sheaf into a cohomology class with support in the wild locus, called in this article the refined characteristic class. He proved a Lefschetz-Verdier formula for this class ( [23] 5.4) which amounts to say that it commutes with proper push-forward. On a smooth curve, the refined characteristic class gives the Swan conductor ( [23] 4.1). The main goal of this article is to prove an intersection formula that computes the refined characteristic class.
1.6. More precisely, with the notation and assumptions of 1.2, the refined characteristic class C S pj ! pFof j ! pF q is defined as an element in H 0 S pX, K X q. The Lefschetz-Verdier formula implies the following relation sw y pRΓ c pU η , F | U η qq´rk Λ pF q¨sw y pRΓ c pU η , Λqq "´f˚pC S pj ! pF qq´rk Λ pF q¨C S pj ! pΛ Uin H . The right hand side is the image of a zero cycle class in CH 0 pSq, whose degree is p´1q d degpCC˚pF q X rspXqsq (cf. 8.24), which implies theorem 1.3.
2.2. For a k-scheme X, we denote by DpX, Λq the derived category of complexes of étale sheaves of Λ-modules on X and by D b ctf pX, Λq (resp. D´pX, Λq, resp. D`pX, Λq and resp. D b c pX, Λq) its full subcategory consisting of objects bounded of finite tor-dimension with constructible cohomologies (resp. of objects bounded above, resp. of objects bounded below and resp. of objects bounded with constructible cohomologies). We denote by K X the complex Rf ! Λ, where f : X Ñ Specpkq is the structure map and by D X the functor RH omp´, K X q on D 3.2. Let f : X Ñ Y be a morphism of k-schemes and F (resp. G ) an object of D b ctf pX, Λq (resp. D b ctf pY, Λq). There exists a canonical isomorphism (the projection formula) ([10] XVII 5.2.9) (3.2.1)
3.3. For a morphism f : X Ñ Y of k-schemes and two objects F and G of D b ctf pY, Λq, we have a canonical map
defined as follows. By the projection formula (3.2.1), we have a canonical isomorphism
Composing with the adjunction map Rf ! pRf ! G q Ñ G , we obtain a map Rf ! pf˚F b 
3.4. Let g : W Ñ X and f : X Ñ Y be closed immersions of k-schemes, and F and G objects of D ctf pY, Λq. Then, the following diagram is commutative
where the vertical maps are induced by the adjunction map g˚Rg ! Ñ id, and the isomorphic map is induced by the projection formula (3.2.1). Indeed, it is enough to show that the following diagram is commutative
where the isomorphic maps are the projection formulae and the other maps are induced by adjunction. Since the composition of the upper horizontal maps is the projection formula
we are reduced to show the following diagram is commutative
where Y W is defined by the upper horizontal arrows of (3.4.1).
3.5. Let f : X Ñ Y be a morphism of k-schemes, F an object of D´pX, Λq and G an object of D`pY, Λq. We have a canonical isomorphism ([10] XVIII 3.1.10, [7] 8.4)
Taking G " K Y , we obtain an isomorphism (2.2)
3.6. For a morphism f : X Ñ Y of k-schemes and two objects F and G of D 
By the inverse of the projection formula (3.2.1), we have a canonical isomorphism
Composing with the canonical morphisms
we obtain a morphism
It induces the map (3.6.1) by adjunction. Taking G " K Y , we obtain a canonical isomorphism
3.7. For two k-schemes X and Y and objects F and 
The map f is the composition of the graph Γ f : X Ñ Xˆk Y of f and the projection pr 2 : Xˆk Y Ñ Y . Since Γ f is a section of the projection pr 1 : Xˆk Y Ñ X, there exists a canonical isomorphism Λ Ñ Rf ! Λ defined as the composition
where the second and the third arrows are induced by Poincaré duality. Then, the canonical map (3.3.1) induces (3.9.1).
3.10. Let V be a k-scheme, Z an integral closed subscheme of V of equidimension d. The canonical class map Λpdqr2ds Ñ K Z induces a morphism (3.10.1)
The cycle class rZs P H´2 d Z pV, K V p´dqq is defined as the image of 1 P H 0 pZ, Λq by the map (3.10.1). We obtain a homomorphism Z d pV q Ñ H´2 d pV, K V p´dqq, where Z d pV q denotes the free abelian group generated by integral closed subschemes of equidimension d of V . This map factors through the Chow group CH d pV q, and induces the cycle map (3.10.2) cl :
If V is a closed subscheme of a smooth k-scheme X of dimension d`c, by Poincaré duality, we have 
In particular, for any integer q, the canonical map
is an isomorphism ([23] Lemma 3.1).
3.12. Let X be a k-scheme, Z a closed subscheme of X, V " X´Z the complementary open subscheme of Z in X, i : Z Ñ X and j : V Ñ X the canonical injections, and F an object of D´pX, Λq. Applying the functor Ri
where a is the map (3.3.1). We denote the functor
3.13. Let X be a k-scheme, δ : X Ñ Xˆk X the diagonal map and S a closed subscheme of X such that its complement is dense in X. Consider the composed map (3.13.1)
where the first arrow is the adjunction map and the second arrow is b in (3.12.1). If X is an equidimensional smooth k-scheme, the following map induced by (3.13.1) is an isomorphism ( 
Cohomological correspondences
If we further assume that F and G are sheaves of free Λ-modules and that G is locally constant and constructible. Then the canonical map c˚RH omppr2 G , pr1 F q Ñ RH ompc2 G , c1 F q is an isomorphism, and we have
Then, the cycle class map
In this case, for a cycle class Γ P CH d pCq and a homomorphism γ : c2 G Ñ c1 F , the pair pΓ, γq induces a cohomological correspondence upΓ, γq from F to G on C.
4.3.
We consider a commutative diagram of k-schemes
and let F and G be objects of D Rpfˆgq˚RH omppr2 G , Rpr
We assume that f , g and h are proper. A cohomology correspondence u :
Composing (4.3.2), (4.3.3) and (4.3.4), we obtain a map
Rf˚F , which is a correspondence form Rg˚G to Rf˚F on C 1 , that we denote by h˚puq and call the push-forward of u by h. The map h˚puq is equal to the composition of the maps
where the left and right arrows are the base change maps.
4.4. We consider a commutative diagram of k-schemes 
We denote by j the map j UˆjV : Uˆk V Ñ Xˆk Y , by c the map pc 1 , c 2 q : C Ñ Xˆk Y and by c 1 the map pc
The base change map (3.1.3) gives a canonical morphism
By (4.2), we identify a cohomological correspondence u : c2 G Ñ Rc ! 1 F with a map u : Λ C Ñ Rc ! H and also with the associated map u : Rc ! pΛ C q Ñ H . We identify the restriction u 1 :
Lemma 4.5 ([4] Lemma 1.2.2).
We take the notation and assumptions of (4.4). Then, 
We call u in (4.6) the extension by zero of u 1 and denote it by j C! u 1 . ctf pX, Λq, respectively. We denote by c the map pc 1 , c 2 q : C Ñ Xˆk Y . By (3.6.1) and (3.9.1), we have a map
F be a cohomological correspondence on C, that we identify with a map
By the proper base change theorem, the base change map pfˆgq˚Rc ! Λ C Ñ Rc
where the first arrow is the inverse of the base change isomorphism, corresponds to a cohomological correspondence pfˆgq˚puq :
called the pull-back of u by fˆg.
We denote by δ : X Ñ Xˆk X the diagonal map and put H " RH omppr2 F , Rpr
that we also call the evaluation map. Let C be a closed subscheme of Xˆk X and u a cohomological correspondence of F on C. We denote by c : C Ñ Xˆk X the canonical injection. By (4.2), u corresponds to a section
We call the image of u by the following composed maps
the characteristic class of the cohomological correspondence u, and denote it by CpF , C, uq
If C " δpXq, and u : F Ñ F is an endomorphism (resp. the identity of F ), we abbreviate the notation of the characteristic class of u by CpF , uq P H 0 pX, K X q (resp. CpF q P H 0 pX, K X q, and call it the characteristic class of F ).
4.9. Let X be a k-scheme, U an open subscheme of X, and F an object of D b ctf pU, Λq. We denote by j : U Ñ X the canonical open immersion, and by δ : X Ñ Xˆk X and δ U : U Ñ Uˆk U the diagonal maps. Put
By (3.7.1) and the projection formula for j ! (3.2.1), we have
Then, the evaluation map ev : δŮ H Ñ K U (4.8.1) induces a map
Let C be a closed subscheme of Uˆk U and u a cohomological correspondence of F on C. We denote by C the closure of C in Xˆk X. We have a commutative diagram
where j, c and c are the canonical injections. Assume C " pXˆk U q X C. The extension by zero j C! puq of u (4.6) corresponds, by (4.2), to a section
We denote by C ! pj ! F , C, j C! puqq the image of j C! puq by the composed map
4.10. Let X be an equidimensional smooth k-scheme, S a closed subscheme of X, U " X´S the complementary open subscheme of S in X that we assume to be dense in X, j : U Ñ X the canonical injection, δ : X Ñ Xˆk X the diagonal map, and F an object of D b ctf pX, Λq such that for any integer q,
. Hence id F P EndpF q corresponds to a map Λ X Ñ Rδ ! H , and by adjunction to a map δ˚Λ X Ñ H . Let ev 1 : H Ñ δ˚K X be the adjoint of the evaluation maps (4.8.1). Applying the functor ∆ δ (3.13) to the composition of the two morphisms above, we obtain a map (4.10.1)
Since, for each integer q, H q pH q| UˆkU is locally constant and constructible, by (3.11), we have
Hence, the canonical map Λ X " Rδ ! δ˚Λ X Ñ ∆ δ pδ˚Λ X q, (4.10.1), (4.10.2) and the inverse of (3.13.2) define a map
S pF q and call it the localized characteristic class of F ([4] 5.2). In [23] , the author gave another definition of the localized characteristic class and proved that the two definitions are equivalent.
5. Ramification of ℓ-adic sheaves 5.1. Let K be a complete discrete valuation field, O K the integer ring, F the residue field of O K , K a separable closure of K, and G K the Galois group of K over K. Abbes and Saito defined two decreasing filtrations G r K and G r K,log (r P Q ą0 ) of G K by closed normal subgroups called the ramification filtration and the logarithmic ramification filtration, respectively ([2], 3.1, 3.2). We denote by G 0 K,log the inertia subgroup of G K . For any r P Q ě0 , we put
and Gr
,log is the wild inertia subgroup of G K , i.e. the p-Sylow subgroup of G 0 K,log . For every rational number r ą 0, the group Gr r log G K is abelian and is contained in the center of P {G rK ,log ([3] Theorem 1). 5.2. Let L be a finite separable extension of K. For a rational number r ě 0, we say that the logarithmic ramification of L{K is bounded by r (resp. by r`) if G r K,log (resp. G rK ,log ) acts trivially on Hom K pL, Kq via its action on K. The logarithmic conductor c of L{K is defined as the infimum of rational numbers r ą 0 such that the logarithmic ramification of L{K is bounded by r. Then c is a rational number and the logarithmic ramification of L{K is bounded by c`([2] 9.5). If c ą 0, the logarithmic ramification of L{K is not bounded by c. . Let M be a Λ-module on which P " G 0K ,log acts Λ-linearly through a finite discrete quotient, say by ρ : P Ñ Aut Λ pM q. Then, (i) The module M has a unique direct sum decomposition
(ii) If r ą 0, then M prq " 0 for all but the finitely many values of r for which ρpG
5.4. The decomposition (5.3.1) is called the slope decomposition of M . The values r ě 0 for which M prq ‰ 0 are called the slopes of M . We say that M is isoclinic if it has only one slope. If M is isoclinic of slope r ą 0, we have a canonical central character decomposition
where the sum runs over finite characters χ : Gr r log G K Ñ Λχ such that Λ χ is a finite étale Λ-algebra ([5] 6.7). 5.5. We assume that K has characteristic p and that F is of finite type over k. Let Ω 1 F plogq be the F -vector space
where a denotes the residue class of an element a P F . We denote by O K the integral closure of O K in K, F the residue field of O K and by v the valuation of K normalized by vpKˆq " Z. For a rational number r, we put m r K (resp. m rK ) the set of elements of K such that vpxq ě r (resp. vpxq ą r). For any rational number r ą 0, Gr 
5.6. Let X be a smooth k-scheme, D a divisor with simple normal crossing on X, tD i u iPI the irreducible components of D. A rational divisor on X with support in D is an element R " ř iPI r i D i of the Q-vector space generated by tD i u iPI . We say that R is effective if r i ě 0 for all i. We call generic points of R the generic points of the D i 's such that r i ‰ 0. We denote by tnRu the divisor ř iPI tnr i uD i on X, where tnr i u is the integral part of nr i . For two rational divisors R and R 1 with support in D, we say that R 1 is bigger than R and use the notation
is effective. Let u : P Ñ X a smooth separated morphism of finite type, s : X Ñ P a section of u and R an effective rational divisor with support on D. Put U " X´D and denote by j : U Ñ X and j P : P U " u´1pU q Ñ P the canonical injections and by I X the ideal sheaf of O P associated to s. We call dilatation of P along s of thickening R and denote by P pRq the affine scheme over P defined by the quasi-coherent sub-
The image of the algebra (5.6.1) by the surjective homomorphism j P˚p O PU q Ñ s˚j˚pO U q is canonically isomorphic to s˚pO X q. Hence we have a canonical section
5.7. In the following of this section, let X be a smooth k-scheme, D a divisor with simple normal crossing on X, tD i u iPI the irreducible components of D, and j : U " X´D Ñ X the canonical injection. We denote by pXˆk Xq (i) The stalk α x of the morphism α (5.9.1) at x is an isomorphism.
(ii) The image of id F in j˚pE ndpFx is contained in the image of α x .
We say that the ramification of F along D is bounded by R`([5] 8.3) if the ramification of F at x is bounded by R`for every geometric point x P X.
5.10. Let F be a locally constant constructible sheaf of Λ-modules on U , R an effective rational divisor on X with support in D, ξ a generic point of D, ξ a geometric point of X above ξ, X pξq the corresponding strictly local scheme, η its generic point and r the multiplicity of R at ξ. Then the following conditions are equivalent ([5] 8.8):
(i) The ramification of F at ξ is bounded by R`.
(ii) The sheaf F | η is trivialized by a finite étale connected covering η 1 of η such that the logarithmic ramification of η 1 {η is bounded by r`(5.2).
The conductor of F at ξ is defined to be the minimum of the set of rational numbers (i) F is tamely ramified along D.
(ii) The conductor of F vanishes.
(iii) The ramification of F along D is bounded by 0`.
5.13
. Let F be a locally constant and constructible sheaf of Λ-modules on U . Let ξ be a generic point of D, X pξq the henselization of X at ξ, η ξ the generic point of X pξq , η ξ a geometric generic point of X pξq and G ξ the Galois group of η ξ over η ξ . We say that F is isoclinic at ξ if the representation F η ξ of G ξ is isoclinic (5.4). We say that F is isoclinic along D if it is isoclinic at all generic points of D ([5] 8.22).
6. Clean ℓ-adic sheaves and characteristic cycles Definition 6.1 ([5] 3.1). Let X be a k-scheme, π : E Ñ X a vector bundle, and F a constructible sheaf of Λ-modules on E. We say that F is additive if for every geometric point x of X and for every e P Epxq, denoting by τ e the translation by e on E x " EˆY x, τe pF | E x q is isomorphic to
6.2. Let L ψ be the Artin-Schreier sheaf of Λ-modules of rank 1 over the additive group scheme A 
Hence, L ψ is additive (6.1). If f :
Fp is a morphism of schemes, we put L ψ pf q " f˚L ψ .
6.3. Let X be a k-scheme, π : E Ñ X a vector bundle of constant rank d andπ :Ě Ñ X its dual bundle. We denote by x , y : EˆXĚ Ñ A 
Let π
5 : E 5 Ñ X be the bidual vector bundle of π : E Ñ X, a : E Ñ E 5 the anti-canonical isomorphism defined by apxq "´xx, y, and F . Let X be a k-scheme, π : E Ñ X a vector bundle of constant rank, π :Ě Ñ X its dual bundle, F a constructible sheaf of Λ-modules on E and S ĂĚ the support of F ψ pF q. Then, F is additive if and only if for every x P X, the set S XĚ x is finite. Definition 6.6 ([5] 3.8). Let X be a k-scheme, π : E Ñ X a vector bundle of constant rank, π :Ě Ñ X its dual bundle, and F an additive constructible sheaf of Λ-modules on E. We call the Fourier dual support of F the support of F ψ pF q inĚ. We say that F is non-degenerated if the closure of its Fourier dual support does not meet the zero section ofĚ.
If we replace ψ by aψ for an element a P Fp , then the Fourier dual support of F will be replaced by its inverse image by the multiplication by a onĚ. In particular, the notion of being non-degenerated dose not depend on ψ.
Lemma 6.7 ([18] 2.6). Let X be a k-scheme, π : E Ñ X a vector bundle of constant rank, s : X Ñ E the zero section of π, µ : EˆX E Ñ E the addition and F and G constructible sheaves of Λ-modules on E, where F is additive. Let e P ΓpX, s˚F q be a section and u : F b G Ñ µ˚G a map such that the composed map
is the identity. Then G is additive and the Fourier dual support of G is a subset of that of F .
Lemma 6.8 ([5] 3.10).
Let X be a k-scheme, π : E Ñ X a vector bundle of constant rank, and F an additive constructible sheaf of Λ-modules on E. If F is non-degenerate, Rπ˚F " Rπ ! F " 0.
It follows form (6.3.1), (6.3.2) and (6.3.3) by applying f to the zero section of the dual bundlě E of E and K 1 " F ψ pF q.
6.9. Let X be a connected smooth k-scheme of dimension d, D a divisor with simple normal crossing on X, tD i u iPI the irreducible components of D, R an effective Cartier divisor of X with support in D, U " X´D and V " X´R the complementary open subschemes of D and R in X respectively, j : U Ñ X, j V : V Ñ X and ν : U Ñ V the canonical injections. We denote by X˚k X (resp. V˚k V ) the framed self-product of X along D (resp. of V along D X V ) (5.7), by r δ : X Ñ X˚k X the canonical lifting of the diagonal δ : X Ñ Xˆk X (5.7) and by pX˚k Xq pRq the dilatation of X˚k X along r δ of thickening R, and we take the notation of (5.8). Moreover, we denote by r ν : Uˆk U Ñ V˚k V and j Proof. We focus on the situation q ě 1 since the case q " 0 is due to 6.10. For a scheme Y over Xˆk X, we denote by f 1 , f 2 : Y Ñ X the maps induced by the projections pr 1 , pr 2 : Xˆk X Ñ X, respectively. We denote the fiber product Yˆf 2,X,f1 Y simply by YˆX Y .
By On pUˆk U qˆX pUˆk U q " Uˆk Uˆk U , we have
that gives a map
Since µ is smooth, by the smooth base change theorem, we have an isomorphism Consider the following commutative diagram with Cartesian squares On UˆU pUˆk U q " Uˆk U , we have
which induces a map (6.11.6)
The morphism ϑ is the following composed map
V pr ν˚pH qq, where the second arrow is induced by (6.11.6) . The map (6.11.7) ǫ : Λ Ñ j˚δŮ pH q associated to the element id F P ΓpX, j˚δŮ pH" EndpF q induces the identity We keep the assumptions and notation of 6.9, moreover, we assume that the conductor of F relatively to X is the effective divisor R (5.10) and that F is isoclinic along D (5.13). We say that F is clean along D if the following conditions are satisfied: (i) the ramification of F along D is bounded by R`; (ii) the additive sheaf j pRq H | E pRq on E pRq is non-degenerated (6.6).
Proposition 6.13. We keep the assumptions and notation of 6.9, moreover, we assume that the conductor of F relatively to X is the effective divisor R and that F is isoclinic and clean along D (6.12). the logarithmic cotangent bundle of X, by σ : X Ñ T˚Xplog Dq the zero section, for i P I, by ξ i the generic point of D i , by F i the residue field of O X,ξi , by S i " SpecpO Ki q the henselization of X at ξ i , by η i " SpecpK i q the generic point of S i , by K i a separable closure of K i and by G i the Galois group GalpK i {K i q.
We assume moreover that the conductor of F is R, and that F is isoclinic and clean along D. We denote by M i the ΛrG i s-module corresponding to F | ηi . Since F is isoclinic along D, M i has just one slope r i . We put I w " ti P I; r i ą 0u and S "
be the central character decomposition of M i (5.4). Note that M i,χ is a free Λ-module of finite type for all χ. By enlarging Λ, we may assume that for all central characters χ of M i , we have Λ χ " Λ. 
Since Gr
We define the characteristic cycle of F and denote by CCpF q, the d-cycle on T˚Xplog Dq defined by ([18] 3.6)
CCpF q " p´1q d prk Λ pF qrσpXqs`CC˚pF.
7.
Tsushima's refined characteristic class 7.1. In this section, X denotes a connected smooth k-scheme of dimension d, D a divisor with simple normal crossing on X and tD i u iPI the irreducible components of D. We assume that I " I t š I w , and we put S "
We denote by j : U Ñ X, j V : V Ñ X and ν : U Ñ V the canonical injections.
We denote by pXˆk Xq 1 the blow-up of Xˆk X along tD iˆk D i u iPI , by pXˆk Xq : the blow-up of Xˆk X along tD iˆk D i u iPIt , by X¸k X the left-framed self-product of X along D and by X˚k X the framed self-product of X along D (5.7) . For any open subschemes Y and Z of X, we put Notice that pVˆk V q 1 " pVˆk V q : and V˚k V " ś iPIt ppX˚k Xq iˆpXˆkXq pVˆk V qq. We have the following commutative diagram with Cartesian squares
where all horizontal arrows are open immersions. We denote by r j : Uˆk U Ñ X˚k X the canonical injection. We denote by δ : X Ñ Xˆk X the diagonal map. By the universality of the blow-up, δ induces closed immersions
and r δ : X Ñ X˚k X, and hence, by pull-back, the following closed immersions
7.2. In the following of this section, F denotes a locally constant and constructible sheaf of free Λ-modules on U , tamely ramified along T X V relatively to V . We put
We have a canonical isomorphism H " Ý Ñ H 0 pdqr2ds.
We denote by H V the restriction of H to Vˆk V and by
Since ν 1 is an open immersion, the base change maps give by composition an isomorphism (7.1.1)
By (3.7.2), we have
V , that extends the identity of H on Uˆk U . Since F is tamely ramified along the divisor T X V relatively to V , the adjoint map
7.4. We put
Von pXˆk Xq : , and we consider the following composition of maps (7.4.1)
where the second and the third arrows are induced by the base change maps.
Lemma 7.5 ([23] Lemma 3.13).
The adjoint map of (7.4.1)
is an isomorphism.
7.6. We put X : " f´1pδpXqq and S : " f´1pδpSqq. We denote by γ : : pXˆk Xq : zX : Ñ pXˆk Xq : the canonical injection, which is an open immersion and put
The map (7.4.1) induces by pull-back a map
The adjunction Λ Ñ L : induces a map
By (3.6.1), we have a canonical isomorphism
q by the composition of the maps (7.6.2) and (7.6.3) will be denoted by αpj ! F q. Proposition 7.7 ([23], 3.14 and 3.15). The canonical map
is injective and there exists a unique element
whose image by (7.7.1) is αpj ! F q.
The squares of the following commutative diagram
are Cartesian and all the horizontal arrows are open immersions. By (5.9) and (5.12), since F is tamely ramified along T X V relatively to V , we have an isomorphism
The base change maps give by composition an isomorphism
where the third arrow is (7.8.1). There exists a unique map 
Composing with the canonical map j V ! pK V q Ñ K X , we obtain a morphism
The pull-back by δ : gives a morphism
Composing (7.8.5) and (7.8.6), we get a map
Lemma 7.9 ([22] Lemma 2.3). The canonical map
induced by the canonical map Λ Ñ δ :˚L : , is an isomorphism.
7.10. Composing (7.8.7) and the inverse of (7.9.1), we get a map
We call κpα 0 pj ! FP H 0 S pX, K X q the refined characteristic cycle of j ! F , and we denote it by C S pj ! F q.
Remark 7.11. If T " H, we have pXˆk Xq : " Xˆk X, pVˆk V q : " V˚k V " Uˆk U , X : " X, S : " S and, by (3.7.2), H : " H . It is easy to see that (4.10)
7.12. In the following of this section, Y denotes a connected smooth k-scheme, Z a closed subscheme of Y and W " Y´Z the complementary open subscheme of Z in Y . We assume that there exists a proper flat morphism π : X Ñ Y such that V " π´1pW q, Q " π´1pZq is a divisor with normal crossing, that S " Q red , that the canonical projection π V : V Ñ W is smooth and that T X V is a divisor with simple normal crossing relatively to W . We have a commutative diagram with Cartesian squares
We make the following remarks:
(i) For any locally constant and constructible sheaf of Λ-modules G tamely ramified along the divisor T X V relatively to V , π V is universally locally acyclic relatively to ν ! pG q ( [6] Appendice to Th. Finitude, [19] 3.14). Since π V is proper, all cohomology groups of Rπ U! pG q are locally constant and constructible on W . (ii) Since π is proper, we have a push-forward 
Proof. Since F is tamely ramified along T X V relatively to V , we have ([12] 2.7)
Then, by (7.13) and (7.14.1),
By the proper base change theorem (3.1.4), we have
Then (7.15.1) follows.
8. The conductor formula 8.1. In this section, we take again the assumptions of 7.1 and 7.2 and we will take the notation introduced in §7. Let R be the conductor of F (5.9) that we assume having integral coefficients of support in S. We assume also that F is isoclinic and clean along D (5.13 and 6.12). Notice that if R " 0, a sheaf F is tamely ramified along D and is automatically isoclinic and clean. Theorem 8.2. Let F be a sheaf on U as in 8.1. Assume that T X S " H or that rk Λ pF q " 1. Then, we have (2.4)
where the right hand side is considered as an element of H 0 S pX, K X q by the cycle map (3.10.2). The theorem will be proved in 8.20 after some preliminaries. We will deduce from it the theorem 1.3 in 8.26. The case where rk Λ pF q " 1 is due to Tsushima ([23] 5.9). Remark 8.3. Although we follow the same lines as [22] for sheaves of higher ranks, the situation is technically more involved. The assumption S X T " H is required for the injectivity of a map λ defined in (8.6.4), which is a crucial step in my proof (cf. 8.17). We don't know if it holds without this assumption.
8.4. We consider X˚k X as an X-scheme by the second projection, and we denote by pX˚k Xq pRq the dilatation of X˚k X along r δ of thickening R (5.6). We have a Cartesian diagram (5.8.1) We put (7.6.1)
The canonical injection S pRq Ñ X pRq induces a map 
Since F is of rank 1 and is tamely ramified along T X V relatively to V , r ν˚H 0 is a locally constant and constructible sheaf on V˚k V ([4] 4.2.2.1). By ( [7] 6.5.5), we have
Since Rr ι ! Rr γ˚" 0 (3.1.5), for any integer q,
Proposition 8.9. If T X S " H, the map λ (8.6.4) is injective.
Proof. Since H 0 is locally constant, by ([7] 6.5.5), for any integer q,
In particular, the canonical map
is injective. Hence λ is injective.
8.10. The pull-back by δ pRq gives a map
Since the conductor of F is R and F is isoclinic and clean along D (8.1), the ramification of F along D is bounded by R`(6.12). Hence, we have an isomorphism (5.9)
We have an evaluation map
where the third arrow is the push-forward of the trace map Tr : E ndpF q Ñ Λ U . It induces a map
where second arrow is the inverse of the isomorphism (7.9.1).
8.11. By (3.4.2), we have a map
In the following of this section, we denote by e P H 0 pX, δ pRq˚j pRq pH 0the unique pre-image of id F P EndpF q " H 0 pX, j˚δ˚pH 0 qq. The following diagram is commutative 
The base change maps give by composition the following isomorphism
which induces a map vi. The arrows under (7.8.6) The proof of this lemma is similar to that of ( [22] 3.7), in which the author consider the case where supppRq " S. It is an immediate application of ( [14] 3.4.9). 8.23. In the following, we take the notation and assumptions of 7.12, and we assume that Y is of dimension 1 and that Z is a closed point y of Y , and we denote by y a geometric point localized at y, by Y pyq the strict localization of Y at y and by η a geometric generic point of Y pyq . Theorem 8.24. We assume that S " D (i.e., T " H) or that rk Λ pF q " 1. Then, for any section s : X Ñ T˚Xplog Dq, we have Proof. We denote by ̟ : T˚Xplog Dq Ñ X the canonical projection. Since ̟˝s " id X , we have
CC˚pF q X rspXqs " rk Λ pF q¨tcpΩ 1 X{k plog Dqq X p1´c 1 pO X pRqqq´1 X ̟˚rRs X rspXqsu dim"0 " rk Λ pF q¨̟˚ptcpΩ 1 X{k plog Dqq X p1´c 1 pO X pRqqq´1 X rRsu dim"0 q X rspXqs " rk Λ pF q¨tcpΩ 1 X{k plog Dqq X p1´c 1 pO X pRqqq´1 X rRsu dim"0 P CH 0 pSq. where the second arrow is the push-forward (7.12.1), is just the degree map of zero cycles. We obtain (8.24.1).
Remark 8.25. Since π : X Ñ Y is proper and T X V is a divisor with simple normal crossing relatively to W (7.12), the condition S X T " H in 8.2 implies T " H.
8.26.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Since F is tamely ramified along T X V relatively to V , F | U η is tamely ramified along pT X V q η relatively to V η . 
